
MALE AMERICAN STAFFORDSHIRE TERRIER

FRANKENMUTH, MI, 48734

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

STAR is a foster-based rescue. All our rescue animals stay 

in foster homes until adoption. We do not have a central 

facility. If you want to meet any of our adoptables please 

submit an application.\n\nHI! My name is Sherbert. I was 

born April 23, 2022 along with 7 other siblings!\n\nMy 

momma is Kaylee and she was a backyard chained dog 

until some amazing people saved her from that life and me 

too from having to live outside!\n\nI am a very happy and 

friendly puppy and love everyone I meet. I love playing 

with kids, dogs and I even play with my foster moms cat 

too!\n\nThe rescue has no idea what breed I am, but the 

vet suspects some lab. My momma is black, but all my 

siblings are Chocolate and Champagne colored, so your 

guess is as good as ours, but all we know is we are 100% 

adorable!\n\nIf you would like to adopt me, please fill out 

an application asap! Just one application is needed if you 

are interested in me or my siblings.\n\nMy adoption fee 

includes food, treats, toys, leash, collar and some other 

goodies and all my vetting up to date including I am 

already neutered, microchipped age appropriate 

vaccinations. I also will have a next dose of flea/tick/

heartworm prevention as well!\n\nAll STAR animals come 

vetted, Up to Date (UTD) on age appropriate shots and 

testing, spay and neutered (if of age,) and microchipped.

\n\nAGE DISCLAIMER:\nUnfortunately, most of the 

orphaned animals that come into our rescue looking for 

homes dont bring birth certificates. Sometimes we know 

our pets ages. Sometimes we dont. So we make our best 

guess based on the condition of their teeth and the 

veterinarians best guess.\nBREED DISCLAIMER:\nVisual 

breed identification in dogs is unreliable so for most of the 

dogs we are only guessing at predominant breed or breed 

mix. We get to know each dog as an individual and will do 

our best to describe each of our dogs based on personality,

\nnot\nby breed label .\nMicrochips:\nFor the safety of our 

dogs and peace of mind of our fosters and adopters, STAR 

microchips all dogs prior to adoption with Petlink 

Microchips. Please understand that all dogs MUST still wear 

a collar with ID tags (which include your current 

information) AT ALL TIMES. Please remember, our foster 

dogs are extremely important to us-- we will always take 

any of our dogs back, if for any reason you cant keep your 

adopted dog. Never surrender him/her to a shelter!
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